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GuidedTarget Models
An investment solution designed to simplify  
employee choices, using your existing fund lineup

A guided path to asset allocation

GuidedTarget Models takes the guesswork out of allocating assets for retirement:

• FLEXIBLE: Automatically adjusts to match employee’s retirement date.

• SIMPLE: It’s your plan’s default option, created from your existing  

fund lineup.

• PROFESSIONAL: Professionally allocated and managed with ongoing 

adjustments to each model.

Offering choices is great, but some employees feel overwhelmed about making important decisions 
for long-term investments. Using GuidedTarget Models as your plan’s QDIA (qualified default 
investment alternative) can help take the guesswork out of planning for the future. Now, choosing 
investments is simplified, based on expected retirement dates.



An investment strategy that changes to match needs 
GuidedTarget Models helps to keep employee savings on track with professional investment 
strategies. The models gradually adjust their blend of investments (called a “glide path”) for the life 
of the account. As the participant moves closer to their preferred retirement year, each model’s mix 
will naturally transition into more conservative investments—like fixed income—aiming for a blend of 
stocks, bonds and cash appropriate for the target year.

FLEXIBLE: Automatically adjusts to match employee’s 
retirement date.

Early: aggressive growth Later: conservative growth

BONDS

STOCKS

Large Company
Stock Fund 50%

Corporate 
Bond Fund 10%

Fixed 
Account 5%

Int’l Stock 
Fund 15%

Small Company 
Stock Fund 20%

Early:

Fixed 
Account 45%

Small Company
Stock Fund 5%

Large Company 
Stock Fund 20%

Corporate 
Bond Fund 25%

Int’l Stock Fund 5%

Later:

The principal value of an investment in a target date model is not guaranteed at any time including at or after the target maturity date. The 
target date is the approximate date when investors plan to start withdrawing their money. The model will gradually shift its emphasis from more 
aggressive investments to more conservative ones based on its target date. Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss. Even 
though GuidedTarget Models simplifies the investment process, it still requires some monitoring to ensure that the model is in line with your current 
situation. Sample models are for illustration purposes only, this is not the actual model in your plan.

From working life through retirement life: Automatically allocated and adjusted

Retirement: income production
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Your choice for QDIA
GuidedTarget Models is an attractive choice for your plan’s QDIA option, complementing 
your existing fund options. Participants have the ability to choose a certain model — or our 
recordkeeping system can automatically default participants to the appropriate target date  
or risk-based model based on criteria such as year of birth.  

GuidedTarget Models allocates the model mixes using investments from your existing fund lineup, 
so you don’t need to add separate target date or target risk funds. The models are intelligently 
allocated, monitored and rebalanced as participants move toward their targeted retirement age. 
Adding this option allows your employees to choose a simple, straightforward investment strategy. 
Changes in fund lineups are automatically reflected in the models.  

Regardless of when an employee wants to stop working, 
there’s a solution to match their timeline.

SIMPLE: It’s your plan’s default option, created from your 
existing fund lineup.
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PROFESSIONAL: Allocated and managed with ongoing 
adjustments to each model by a third-party independent 
financial expert.

The allocations in GuidedTarget Models are continually monitored, automatically adjusting 
their investment mixes to synchronize with the respective retirement date. The investment mixes in 
GuidedTarget Models are developed and managed by a third-party independent financial expert. 

Custom target date models vs. off-the-shelf target date funds
We believe it’s important for our system to accommodate custom model solutions to compare with off-the-
shelf target date funds. There are important benefits of custom target date model solutions for plans such as:

• Models can use a broader range of assets, including fixed accounts and non-core or  
alternative funds

• Only includes funds which you are monitoring and pass your investment policy statement (IPS)
• Generally lower overall fees than stand-alone target date funds
• Flexibility of glide path options

For this administrative service, VALIC charges an administration fee on the assets in the models. 
Breakpoint pricing on this administrative fee is available as the plan size grows. If you don’t have 
an investment consultant, VALIC has established connectivity with Morningstar to create target date 
models based on the plan’s fund lineup and serve as a 3(38) fiduciary, where applicable. For this 
service, Morningstar charges an investment management fee on assets in the models. 

Is your proprietary target date fund hiding underperforming managers?
Many plan sponsors opt for proprietary target date fund solutions that offer only the asset 
management capabilities of a single company. Since most funds are structured as “funds of funds,” 
what type of analysis, if any, is done on the underlying funds? Would the individual funds pass IPS 
criteria on their own? The table below breaks down the underlying funds for six well-known target 
date suites and rates them versus sample IPS criteria.

Target Date 
Fund Manager

Prospectus Net 
Expense Ratio

3 Yr Return: 
Peer Ranking

5 Yr Return: 
Peer Ranking

1 61% 83% 89%

2 68% 77% 68%

3 39% 33% 33%

4 100% 86% 86%

5 37% 79% 74%

6 44% 56% 44%

This table identifies the percentage of the underlying managers of each target date fund that would pass the sample IPS criteria. For example, less 
than half the underlying funds for TDF Manager 6 would pass the IPS criteria set for expense ratio and five-year performance. In essence, those 
underlying funds would fall on the watch list as standalone funds within a lineup with the sample IPS criteria.

Criteria Pass if:

Prospectus Net 
Exp Ratio

Priced below 
peer average

3 Yr Rank Top half of  
peer group

5 Yr Rank Top half of  
peer group
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GuidedTarget Models FAQ

Question Answer
Does this replace my QDIA? Yes. GuidedTarget Models qualifies to be your plan’s QDIA.

Is there an asset  
allocation strategy?

Yes. GuidedTarget Models asset allocations and glide path are asset 
allocation optimization models based on your current investment options.

How is performance reported? Statements are generated quarterly. Sample custom performance reports  
for the models are available.  

Can participant retirement 
dates be changed?

Yes, GuidedTarget Models can quickly and easily adjust for a participant’s 
retirement age updates in just one pay cycle.

Do I need to change my  
fund lineup?

No. GuidedTarget Models will use your existing lineup of  
investment offerings.

Are there additional  
fund options with  
GuidedTarget Models?

Yes. If desired, GuidedTarget Models can incorporate additional  
non-core funds.

Is my plan eligible for 
GuidedTarget Models?

GuidedTarget Models is available to new and existing plans. This  
includes K-12, higher education, government, healthcare, charitable  
and religious organizations.
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Copyright © The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved.

Securities and investment advisory services offered through VALIC Financial Advisors, Inc. (“VFA”), member FINRA, SIPC and an 
SEC-registered investment advisor. VFA registered representatives offer securities and other products under retirement plans and IRAs, 
and to clients outside of such arrangements.

Annuities issued by The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (“VALIC”). Variable annuities distributed by its affiliate, AIG Capital 
Services, Inc. (“ACS”), member FINRA. VALIC, VFA and ACS are members of American International Group, Inc. (“AIG”). 

VALIC represents The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company and its subsidiaries, VALIC Financial Advisors, Inc. and  
VALIC Retirement Services Company. 

American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organization. Founded in 1919, today AIG member 
companies provide a wide range of property casualty insurance, life insurance, retirement products and other financial services  
to customers in more than 80 countries and jurisdictions.
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Real strategies  Let us put real retirement solutions to work for your organization and your employees
CALL  1-800-972-6978       CLICK  VALIC.com     

SAVING : INVESTING : PLANNING

Plan sponsor support
As your partner in your retirement plan, VALIC is happy to provide professional  guidance to help you and 
your participants. You can contact your VALIC representative using the information below: 

Phone 

1-800-972-6978 

Email

Plan Sponsor Service Team: 
plansponsormb@valic.com
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https://www.valic.com/
http://www.facebook.com/valic
http://www.twitter.com/valic_retire
http://www.linkedin.com/company/valic
https://www.valic.com/

